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Hellabrunn Zoo 

"Explore the Wonders of Wildlife"

Founded in 1911, the Munich Zoo Hellabrunn concentrates on nature

preservation in the Isar area. Various animal presentations like 'Flipper

parade' by Sea Lions, 'Jungle Patrol' by Indian Elephants and 'Banded

Mongoose in action' are very popular. As a Geo-zoo, one can see a

number of various species of animals and birds at Tierpark Hellabrunn,

including sea lions, birds of prey and pelicans inhabiting the area of their

geographic concentration. Various special events, guided tours and trips

are undertaken by the zoo as well.

 +49 89 62 5080  www.hellabrunn.de  tierpark@hellabrunn.de  Tierparkstraße 30, Munich
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Bavaria Filmstadt 

"Munich's Hollywood"

The Bavaria Film Studios have often been described as Munich's

Hollywood, and it is easy to see why. Founded in 1919 and used over the

years by legends like Orson Welles and Alfred Hitchcock, the studios still

produce an amazing number of films and television programs. Visitors can

watch stunt men in action, marvel at special effects shows and see their

favorite film stars. Check the website for details on upcoming events.

 +49 89 6499 2000  www.filmstadt.de  filmstadt@bavaria-film.de  Bavariafilmplatz 7, Grünwald
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KZ Gedenkstädte Dachau 

"Shadows of the Past"

Marking the beginning of a dark chapter in world history, the Dachau

Concentration Camp is a poignant reminder of the Second World War.

Built shortly after Hitler seized power, it was opened in the year 1933 with

an intent to incarcerate political prisoners. The camp was one of the

earliest concentration camps of Germany and served as an antecedent to

numerous others through the course of the war. The complex has been

well preserved and is a historical monument today. Old military barracks

have been transformed into a somber memorial for prisoners who faced

the ravages of ill-treatment and punishment from authorities. The camp

served as a temporary home for refugees and those who were displaced

in the dire conditions of wartime. While today the sun shines brightly over

the gloomy past of the site, the crematorium of Dachau's victims is a

stirring reminder of an unforgettable history.

 +49 8131 66 9970  www.kz-gedenkstaette-

dachau.de/

 info@kz-gedenkstaette-

dachau.de

 Alte Römerstrasse 75,

Dachau
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